6’ DIA LEACHING PIT (DRYWELL)

CAPACITY (GAL. PER FT) | WEIGHT (PER VERT. FT) | WEIGHT (COVER/FLOOR)
211.64 | 795 lbs. | 4,095 lbs.

MONOLITHIC POUR

10” COVER

SECTIONS
3’ OR 4’ TALL

OPTIMAL FLOOR AVAILABLE

DESIGN NOTES:
1. CONCRETE STRENGTH 5,000 P.S.I. @ 28 DAYS
2. STEEL REINFORCEMENT PER ASTM A615 GRADE—60
3. DESIGN LOADING PER ASSHTO HS—20
4. GALLONS PER VERTICAL = 211.52gallons
5. SEPARATE COVERS AVAILABLE IF NEEDED
6. OPTIMAL FLOOR AVAILABLE IF NEEDED
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